
GENDER OF VOTERS AND PREFERENCE FOR A WOMAN PRESIDENT

Introduction:

Why haven't the United States of America never had a women president in its 200-odd years of existence?

It is surprising to note that the country which speaks up for the empowerment of rights of women around the world is one of the few democracies to
have not yet elected a woman head of state. A long list of women who were nominated either as a presidential candidate/running mate (source:
wikipedia) shows that it has been always 'so near yet so far' situation.

There has been numerous articles and debates on the possibility of the United States electing a woman as its 45th president (read Hillary Clinton).
In such a scenario, this study attempts to find out whether preference for a woman nominee would vary according to the gender of the voters.

Data:

The data is sourced from the ANES 2012 Time Series Study collected via face-to-face interview and internet belonging to U.S. citizens over 18
years of age (units of observation). It has 5914 records across 205 variables.The study is observational as the investigator had merely 'observed'
the responses and had no control over the subjects of the study.

The population of interest is U.S. citizens over 18 years of age who are eligible to vote. The data collected is restricted to the following regions of
the U.S. - Northeast, North Central, South and West. As such, any findings cannot be generalized to the entire U.S. population.

For the purpose of this investigation, the variables of interest are identified to be 'gender_respondent' and 'wpres_gdbd_x'. 'gender_respondent'
states the gender of the respondent and is categorical with levels 'male', 'female' and NA. 'wpres_gdbd_x' indicates the perception of the
respondent to a possibility of having a woman president in the next 20 years. It is too categorical with levels 'extremely good' through 'extremely
bad' and NA. There are instances of non-response bias and errors in the data collection stage as evident from NAs.

The data is collected through random sampling but there is no random assignment. The analysis might not be sufficient to establish a causal
relationship.Confounding factors like religious leaning, age, race, education, culture, etc have to be studied additionally to provide causal links.

Exploratory data analysis:

The first step undertaken was data cleaning. A new data frame was created with the two variables of interest - 'gender_respondent' and
'wpres_gdbd_x'. The header was renamed to 'gender' and 'wpres' for simplicity.

newdata <- data.frame(gender = anes$gender_respondent, wpres = anes$wpres_gdbd_x)
tapply(newdata$wpres, newdata$gender, summary, na.rm = FALSE)

## $Male
##       Extremely Good      Moderately Good        A Little Good
##                  439                  422                   51
## Neither Good Nor Bad         A Little Bad       Moderately Bad
##                 1580                   16                   55
##        Extremely Bad                 NA's
##                   77                  205
##
## $Female
##       Extremely Good      Moderately Good        A Little Good
##                  780                  511                   50
## Neither Good Nor Bad         A Little Bad       Moderately Bad
##                 1305                   24                   62
##        Extremely Bad                 NA's
##                   63                  274

Then, all NAs in these two columns were removed.

data1 <- na.omit(newdata)
tapply(data1$wpres, data1$gender, summary, na.rm = FALSE)

## $Male
##       Extremely Good      Moderately Good        A Little Good
##                  439                  422                   51
## Neither Good Nor Bad         A Little Bad       Moderately Bad
##                 1580                   16                   55
##        Extremely Bad
##                   77
##
## $Female
##       Extremely Good      Moderately Good        A Little Good



##       Extremely Good      Moderately Good        A Little Good
##                  780                  511                   50
## Neither Good Nor Bad         A Little Bad       Moderately Bad
##                 1305                   24                   62
##        Extremely Bad
##                   63

The levels in 'wpres' were redefined as follows for further simplification -

'Extremely Good', 'Moderately Good', 'A Little Good' –> 'Good'

'Neither Good Nor Bad' –>'Neutral'

'A Little Bad', 'Moderately Bad', 'Extremely Bad' –>'Bad'

As both the variables of interest are categorical, contingency table is the appropriate summary measure and mosaic plot, the best visualization
technique.

levels(data1$wpres) <- c("Good", "Good", "Good", "Neutral", "Bad", "Bad", "Bad")
table1 <- table(data1$gender, data1$wpres)
table1

##
##          Good Neutral  Bad
##   Male    912    1580  148
##   Female 1341    1305  149

Table showing percentage of the respective perception of men and women of having a woman as the president is set out as below -

prop.table(table1, 1) * 100

##
##            Good Neutral    Bad
##   Male   34.545  59.848  5.606
##   Female 47.979  46.691  5.331

mosaicplot(table1, main = "Gender vs Perception of woman president")

From the above graph, we can interpret that female voters (~ 48%) are more inclined to support a woman candidate for the president of the U.S.
than male voters.More than a majority of male voters (~60%) remain non-committal about their preference. Whereas ~5-6% of both sexes do not
prefer a woman president in the next 20 years.

Inference:

The question of interest is whether there appears to be a relationship between gender of voters and their perception of a possibility of having a
woman candidate as the president of the U.S.

We set out the hypotheses as below-

Ho: Voters' Gender and their perception of a woman as the president of the U.S. are independent.



Ho: Voters' Gender and their perception of a woman as the president of the U.S. are independent.

HA: Voters' Gender and their perception of a woman as the president of the U.S. are dependent.

The chi-square test of independence is the most appropriate method because the sampling method was random, population (U.S citizens over 18
years of age) is more than 10% of the sample size (5435 excluding NAs), the variables under study are categorical with one of them (wpres)
having more than 2 levels and the expected frequency in each cell of the contingency table is more than 5.

The chi-square independence test quantifies the difference between the observed counts and the expected counts. Any large deviations from what
would be expected based on sampling variation (chance) alone would provide a strong evidence for the alternative hypothesis. We need to note
that support for alternative hypothesis suggests that the variables are related but the relationship is not necessarily causal.This test compares the
proportions between the variables which eventually add up to 1. Thus it is not necessary to do pair-wise tests to see which group is different.

The hypotheses that the variables are associated is tested at 5% significance level.

chisq.test(table1)

##
##  Pearson's Chi-squared test
##
## data:  table1
## X-squared = 103.6, df = 2, p-value < 2.2e-16

Alternatively, the custom 'Inference' function is more informative than the in-built R function 'chisq.test(x)'

load(url("http://s3.amazonaws.com/assets.datacamp.com/course/dasi/inference.Rdata"))

inference(data1$wpres, data1$gender, est = "proportion", type = "ht", method = "theoretical",
alternative = "greater")

## Response variable: categorical, Explanatory variable: categorical
## Chi-square test of independence
##
## Summary statistics:
##          x
## y         Male Female  Sum
##   Good     912   1341 2253
##   Neutral 1580   1305 2885
##   Bad      148    149  297
##   Sum     2640   2795 5435

## H_0: Response and explanatory variable are independent.
## H_A: Response and explanatory variable are dependent.
## Check conditions: expected counts
##          x
## y           Male Female
##   Good    1094.4 1158.6
##   Neutral 1401.4 1483.6
##   Bad      144.3  152.7
##
##  Pearson's Chi-squared test
##
## data:  y_table
## X-squared = 103.6, df = 2, p-value < 2.2e-16



The result displays both the summary statistics and the expected values. Chi-square test statistic (x-squared = 103.6) is calculated as the
summation of the squared difference between observed and expected values divided by expected values. Degrees of freedom is the product of
(number of rows - 1) and (number of columns - 1 ) in the contingency table and is used to determine p-value.

The p-value or the probability that the chi-square statistic > 103.6 given null hypothesis is true < 2.2e-16. Since it is less than the significance level
(5%), we reject the null hypothesis. Thus we conclude that there is indeed a relationship between the gender of the voters and their perception of
having a woman as the president of the United States of America, should there be one nominated in the next 20 years. However, there is a chance
of committing a type-I error of rejecting the correct null hypothesis as the data is not representative of the all regions of the U.S.

Conclusion:

The purpose of this study was to determine whether being a male or female voter influence the preference for a woman presidential candidate in
the next 20 years. After checking for all the necessary conditions to be satisfied to conduct a chi-square independence test, the analysis revealed
that favoring or rejecting the idea of having a woman president of the United States of America is dependent on the person's gender. (Null
hypothesis rejected.)

Since the data is not representative of all the regions in the U.S., we should be careful while generalizing the result to the entire population (U.S.
citizens over 18 years of age). There is also a chance of committing type-I error.

The scope of the study could be increased by adding multiple factors that influence the prospects of a woman presidential candidate in the U.S.
The result of such analysis could be used as a blue-print to plan suitable election strategies.

Appendix:

1. Data citation:The American National Election Studies (ANES;www.electionstudies.org). The ANES 2012 Time Series Study [dataset].
Stanford University and the University of Michigan [producers]. The original data set have been modified for Data Analysis and Statistical
Inference course (Coursera) by Duke University.

2. Snapshot of the data set: Link-https://s3.amazonaws.com/coursera-uploads/user-0cbfc9c467c1bbf24f7fdaf2/971086/asst-
4/91d6eaa0bd1911e390784d053ae0ca79.pdf
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